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CHAPTER I
I

INTRODUCTION

I

I

Interest in the Problem
Interest in the work or developing mentally retarded
children was aroused through the request or the .mother of one
or these boys.

Her boy is a Mongolian* whose abilities are

very lllldeveloped.

In her efforts to do something for her son

she asked the writer to try teaching woodwork to some or these
boys.

In February, 1939, two of these boys (both mongols) began
taking individual lessons in woodwork.

In a very short time a

t ! ird parent asked the instructor to include his boy, also a
mongol, in the work.

The necessity for learning about these

boys,---their innate abilities, limitations, handicaps, .etc.--.
led to a genuine interest in the problem of developing them to
the limit of their eapacities, and in the part wo:oawork might
take in this development.

Historical Background
Jean-Marc-Gaspard Itard, with his Wild Boy or Aveyron,
made the first recorded attempt at the systematic education of
a seriously mentally retarded person.

According to Itard, we

are indebted to Locke and Condillac uror a just estimation or
the powerrul influence that the isolated and simultaneous
action o f ~ senses exerts upon the· formation and development

*A variety or type or idiots characterized by physical
iresemblances as in physiogomy, stature, shape or head, etc.,
~o typical Mongolians. Webster's Medical Term.
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of our ideas".1

Their principles or sense development were

r ·o11owed by Itard in the development of' the sense organs or
the Wild Boy of' Aveyron.

The Wild Boy or Aveyron {Savage of

Aveyron) was a child of eleven or twelve years of age at the
time he was found naked and wild in the Caune Woods in the

.

Department or Aveyron.
Itard states that the child was captured in September,
1799, after having been seen in the same place ''some years before".2

He escaped almost immediately, but was recaptured

during the next year.

After examining him, Pinel (at that

time a leading specialist in mental disorders) showed the

'•

close similarity .between the Wild Boy and a group of idiot
children collected at Bicatre.

Itard did not agree with this

1,

opinion, but believed that he could develop the senses of the
Wild Boy, eventually leading him to a practically normal existence.
After a period of five years, in which he made daily observations of the Wild Boy, Itard made a detailed report to
the Minister of the Interior on what he. had done, and the re- ·
sults attained in his efforts to educate Vic-tor, as he finally
named the Wild Boy.

Because so many qualified people consid-

ered the Savage of Avey:ron as nothing more than an idiot,
Itard' s work is considered successful beyond expectations by
almost everyone except Itard.

In fact, his work is quoted and

lJean-Marc-Gaspard Itard, The Wild Boy of Aveyron, translated by George and Muriel Humphrey, p. 55. New York-London:
The Century Co., 1932.
2
.
Ibid., p. 3.
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misquoted by many authors as being the first authoritative
source in the field of the education of the feebleminded.
The most outstanding educator of all time in the development of idiots and mentally retarded children was Seguin.

In

his early practice he was in charge or certain institutions in
France.

In these institutions he invented and adapted didac- ,

tic materials for the education of the deaf, deaf-mutes, and
idiots.

He proved beyond a doubt that many children that are

apparently idiots are really possessed

or

a quite normal in-

tellect, but th.at it has not been developed, usually due to
some defective sense or faculty.
When it became apparent that the change in the French
Government might lead to trouble for Seguin, he emigrated to
the United States.

He entered private practice in Ohio, later

going to New York.

While in this state he helped in them:,-

ganization and establishment of its institution for the education of idiots and feebleminded children.

He was dissatisfiedl

and complained because of his inadequate use of the English
language, but his book "Idiocy an.d Its Treatment by the Phys- ·
iological Methodn shows very little evidence of this inadequacy.
I

Seguin•s work as a whole seems to have been with children
of much lower level than any one of the boys in the group used
in this exi:e riment.

Many of the children with whom he worked

had to be ·made to move, to walk, to feel, etc.

Yet his prin-

ciples of education for them are fundamental to all good teach-~
ing, e.g., "Man being a unit, is artifically divided for

study's sake into his three prominent vital expressions,
activity, intelligence, and will •••• "l
The predominance of any of these functions constitutes
disease; their perversion leads to insanity; their notable
deficiency at birth constitutes idiocy, afterward imbecility,
later yet dementia. 2
This cannot be too much insisted upon, that whatever development be given to the sensorial faculties, the reflective
and spontaneous must receive a corresponding culture, and vice
versa •••• Exclusive memory exercises do not actually improve
idiots; rather the reverse: They impede their future progress.
Better one thing thoroughly lmown than a hundred only remembered. Teaching so many facts is not so fruitful as teaching
how to find the relations between a single one and its natural
properties and connexions.3
When Binet began to make known the results of his efforts
to measure human intelligence, he opened a field that seemingly took all interest from the educ~tion and development of the
mentally deficient and seriously mentally retarded children.
Certainly there have been no outstanding developments in the
education of this group since the time of Seguin.

Some author

attribute this to the "labeling", "tagging", or "pigeon:.holing
of the individuals by means of ttstandardized" tests and the
resultant I.Q.
The theory of the unlimited power of education is being
seriously challenged. Regardless of the wide distribution of
economic opportunity, a sense of social responsibility, and
some kind of liberating education, it is quite generally maintained that vast numbers of children are born incapable of
being educated beyond the merest rudiments and a modicum of
vocational education at a comparatively low level.
J. S. Mill declared: 'Of all vulgar modes of escaping
conside~ation of the effect of social and moral influences on
lEdouard Seguin, Idiocy and Its Treatment by the Physiolo ical Method, P• . 58. Reprint, Columbia University Press,
• Y., 1907.
2Loe. cit.
3 Ibid., p. 64.
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the human mind, the most vulgar is that of attributing the
diversities or conduct and character to inherent natural dif~
rerences.' That doctrine has been vigorously assailed during
the past decade. The eugenists and one large and influential
school of psychologists have cre-a ted quite the opposite view.
The mind of the crowd has been influenced by a copious production of the literature of despair. A popular belief prevails that the human mind can be accurately measured, and that
a definite intelligence quotient, correct to a decimal fraction in the number scale, can be affixed to each individual
with a certain finality that there is an heredity 'that shapes
our ends rough hew them as we will' .1
Revival of Interest in This Field
At the present time there seems to be a revival of interest in the efforts to help the mentally retarded due to
the realization that:
1. What is sometimes mistaken for mental deficiency is

caused by physical disability, and not by innate mental ability.
2. The correction or this physical disability, or special

training, frequently uncovers mentalities that are above the
average.
3. Even in case of mental deficiency, special training

sometimes results in development which makes it possible to
keep the children . out or institutions.
4. The over-crowded condition in the institutions for the

feebleminded makes it necessary to educate or train all or the
children that are capable of receiving training, so that they
can be returned to their homes, thus making room in the institution for more urgent cases.
5. The desire of ·parents to keep their children out of

the institutions.
, pp.142-3.
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The father or one of the boys in this experiment said to
the teacher one night, "Before I would let them take my boy to
Winfield (the location of the institution for the feebleminded
in Kansas) I would just go out and end it all for both of us."
Reason for this Experiment
The only reason for this experiment was the plea of these
parents for help with their children.
Pu.r-pose of this Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to make availabl·e the results of this exi:eriment.

CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES
Objectives When the Ex:r:e riment Was Started
When this experiment was started the instructor had no
idea of the actual abilities or lack of abilities that the
boys possessed.

His ex:p:3rience had all been with JunicrHigh

School boys of the public schools, and all of his objectives
were set up accordingly.

He knew that the boys did not have

the exi:e rience and knowledge that the regular school boys
have, but he still over-estimated their abilities at that
Before he knew what he had to work with, his objectives were
arranged as follows:
I. Proper Use and Care of Tools
II. Safety

III. Obedience and Cooperation

IV. Motor Development

v.

General Education,-Information

VI. Economic UsefUlness
VII. Outlet for Energy
VIII. Care and proper Use of Things abo.ut them

IX. Social Development,-ability to get along with others

X. Help at Home
XI. General Behavior
XII. Responsibility
· When the instructor found that his objectives could not
be attained directly, but that other needs were more pressing,
he asked himself a good many questions.
-7-

Among them were:
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l. Why are you working with these boys?
2. What do you · hope and exi:ect to accomplish?
3. What do they need the most?
· 4. How a.re you going to do anything about it?
These questions recurred so frequently that they had to
be answered, and the objectives as set forth at the end of
this chapter were outlined.
Then the question "What makes us socially tolerable or
intolerable?" had to be answered.

(Socially tolerable here

means that society will tolerate the person, permitting him
to remain outside an institution or other place of seclusion. ,
Socially intolerable here means that society will not tolerate
the individual at large, but forces him into a place of seclusion.)

In much of the literature concerning the development

of subnormal children, and particularly idiots, a great deal
of emphasis is placed upon the development of the senses.
This naturally lead to the question "Is social tolerance due
to sense development?"

Many deaf mutes work in industry and

are considered as among the best workmen that the company has.
A workshop is maintained for the blind.
tend college and universities.

Many blind persons at-•

The conclusion was reached

that the development of the senses has very little to do with
social tolerance.
After considerable thought, the instructor arrived at the
conclusion that social tolerance is dependent upon the amount
of unfavorable attention which the

J;B

rson receives. · He then

made the following outline of the causes of unfavorable attent-t

m, !

,
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A. Physical appearance
1. Shape or body, head, face, hands, etc.

a. Deformities
b. Abnormalities

2. Carriage or body
a. Erect or stooping

S2

b. Mouth open or closed

S3

c. Tongue PI'Otruding, etc.

S3

3. Clothing

a. Properly fastened and in place
b. Cleanliness of clothing

S2

S3

4. Cleanliness of person

a. Face
b. Hands

S2

S2

c. Body--odor due to filthy habits

S3

B. Actions
1. Doing odd things
a. Unconsciously
b. Consciously

S3

S2

2. Grimacing,-usually unconsciously
3. Attracting attention, just to be noticed
4. Destruction of property
a. Unintentional,-lack of judgment
b. Intentional,-vengeance

Sl

S2

5. Injury of persons
a. Unintentional,-lack of judgment
b. Intentional,-vengeanee

S2

S2

S2

I

-106. Stealing

S3

'7. Disobeying instructions

a.

Sl

Running away fr om home

9. Lack of something to do

10. Surplus energy

Sl

Sl

11. Lack of something to think about
12. Unsocial attitudes,-bullying, etc.
13. Erratic motor control

S2

Sl
S2

~

14. Any actions which might cause fear or
disgust in others.

c.

Sexual habits, etc.

Language or sounds
1. Peculiar pronunciation, enunciation, etc.

S3

2. Peculiar use of words
3. Voice modulation

S2

4. Talking or laughing to self
5. Peculiar tonal qualities

S2

S3

6. Sutttering, stannnering, etc.
7. Swearing

S2

8. Attracting attention deliberately

S2

9. Control of language or laughter,-appropriate
times.

S3

10. Talking too much
The next question to be answered was

11

will this shop work

help to modify the causes of unfavorable attention to these

boys?n

In answering this question, the instructor went througt

the outline and placed a letter

"s"

after each item .where he

thought the shop work could be of value in the correction or

-11.-

development or these particular items.

He ranked them Sl, S2 ,

andS3, according to the amount or value that he thought shop
training might have for them.

Those that he did not believe

would be a:f'fected by _the shop work were left unmarked.
"How can this modification be accomplished?" is i:ra obably
the most vital of all the questions.

The methods and pro-

cedures used in this experiment in an attempt to answer this
question are described in Chapter IV.
Present Objectives
1 . The first major objective is to make or keep the
boy socially tolerable .
2. The second objective is to lighten the load of the
parents and others responsible for their care .
3 . The third objective is to make the boys useful ( at
least not destructive) around the home and neighborhood.
4. The fourth objective is to make the boys ultimately
industrially usef'ul if possible .
5. The fifth objective is to develop didactic material
and technique that will help to attain the first
four objectives .
Other things suggest themai.ves as objeetivei , but they
are not urgent , and most of them will be attained indirectly
in the attainment or the stated objectives .

CHAPTER III
EXPER !MENTAL CClli"'DI TI ONS

The Children
This experiment started with two boys in February, 1939,
and the first of May the third one joined the group.
three boys are all mongols.

These

September 19 the fourth boy

started, and November 1 the last two were admitted.

VI/hen ne,,,

cessary to refer to these boys specifically, they will be
known by nwnber: #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, and #6, according to the
order in which they entered the ex~iment.

The following data

concerning these boys are from the records of the Institute of
Logopedics, The University of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas, and
were furnished by the Institute.
Record Case 1. Case 1 was first seen at the Institute or
Logopedics January 17, 1936. He was 9 years old, and was a
distinct Mongolian Idiot. The diagnosis was adequately confirmed. Slanting eyes, flat nose, peculiarly shaped hands,
hyper-flexible finger joints, gonadal difficulty, low basal
metabolism, low red blood count (4,300,000), and low hemoglobin (80%) were some or the physical findings. He was considerably below normal weight and height, and was carried on
his mother's lap easily. He had practically no speech, he
also drooled, and had the typical lack of (2 yrs.) coordination found in these cases. Considerable work had been done
with him previously at a psychological laboratory, probably of
an experimental nature, for the mother reported no improvement.
His mental age was about two years, as closely as could be estimated. This would give him an I.Q. of about 22. During
four -yea.!'s or proper medical treatment which followed, and instructional work at the Institute or Logopedies, the drooling
ceased, he began to talk and was talking fa:hiy normally at
the time of entrance to the experiment, and his gross motor
coordination was considerable improved. Vision had been corrected by glasses, and he was able to read from a primer.
Mental age at this time was approximately nine years, or a
gain of 42 points in I.Q. Behavior was somewhat or a problem,
perhaps because of over-protection at home. Case 1 masked his
true intelligence,. and would often pretend he did not know
many things which he d-id knOYV, presumably because of the anxious attention he received. He was stubborn, and had tried to
~un away from home many times. When the case was first seen
he did not recognize his mvn home, but gradually came to know
-12-
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it, as his I.Q. improved. The Institute recommended to the
~arents that the ·experiment be tried with Case 1, for heappeared to be able to learn the material, and it was felt that .
he should for the reasons appearing in this thesis •
.Gase 2. Case 2 was first seen by the Institute of Logopedics October 14, 1934, but the parents were unimpressed, and
no work was commenced unt il March 23, 1937. The physical
findings were similar to Case 1, with the exception that the
ini tia·1 I. Q. was higher, being about 40. His basal metabolism
was significantly lower than Case 1, being a minus 29%, and he
also had the typical rough, dry skin. Speech was present to
a small degree, and in the two years from March 23, 1937, to
March 23, 1939, this improved until the vocabulary was sufficient to express any need, being about 5,000 words. Case 2
also improved rapidly in reading. Vision was corrected in
1939 only, and further reading progress continues. I. Q. at
the present time is about 70, but shows some signs of decline,
that is, not keeping up to age growth. Recent improvement in
the medical situation promises t ·o change this however. Like
Case 1, most of the $tigmata of Mongolism have disappeared,
and it would be very easy to make a mistaken diagnosis of this
case at the present time.
Case 3. Case 3 was first seen by the Institute of Logopedics October 5, 1934, when the case was 7 years old. Mongolian idiocy was assumed and confirmed medically, with an ad- 1;
ditional serious retardation of senses of touch and pain.
Case 3 was speechless when first examined, and from the standpoint of the Institute has shown the poorest progress. Part
of this is due to the fact that the medical recommendations
were not followed by the parents, and thus in this case there
has been but a small remission of Mongol characteristics, although there is some improvement. ·Re-training work succeeded
in gaining alertness of understanding, but speech was on1y
partially corrected. Behavior was always cheerful and understanding. In contradt to Case 1, Case 3 is allowed to roam
at will. He has been able to learn the value of money as a
purchasing agent, and has learned to read in a primer, but not
particularly successfully. I. Q. s.pp~ars to be about 50.
Case 4. Case 4 was a severe tonic stutterer. Nine years
old. He was first seen by the Institute or Logopedics on
January 9, 1935. His speech had been getting progressively
worse, while being treated by a charlatan. Medical findings
were as follows: basal metabolism minus 16%, urea nitrogen
13.2, blood calcium 8.1. Medical treatment was instituted,
and considerable improvement effected. Betore recovery occurred, he withdrew in favor or further treatments by the char~
la tan. On March 2, 1939, he reappeared for further work. A
medical check-up showed defective physical development, and
defective mentality. I.Q. is about 70 in this case, and very
slow progress was made throughout the year.

-14-

Case 5. Case 5 was first seen by the Institute of Logopedics in July, 1934. He was 9 years old, and was almost completely undeveloped. · He had no speech, no motor coordination,
his vision was affected so that he really had no vision, he
did not seem to hear. He drooled , and was easily carried by
his mother. He h ad begun to walk a month previous to examination. Medical diagnosis was encephalitis resulting in diffuse
lesions along the floor of the fourth ventricle. I. Q. was immeasurable, being practically zero. A long history could be
given on subsequent work with this case. Because of its interest, a great deal or time was spent with it, and a very
interesting reclamation followed. Speech was gained with normalcy up to about 5 years, but with serious syntactical lapses
Motor development became practically normal, and the case was
very alert. At the time of entrance into the shop he had an
I. Q. of about 60.
Case 6. Case 6 was first seen by the Institute of Logopedics July 12, 1939. He was a spast ic hemiplegic of the
right side with ventricular phonation. Vocal folds were
normal., and the medical diagnosis was "hysterical dysphonia",
which means simply that the true folds were functional, but
were .n ot being used. I. Q. is about· 80 · to 90. The case is
difficult· to test, but the psychiatric statement was borderline. Behavior patterns were especially poor, and the case
was given to lying.
All or these boys are, or have been, pupils in the Institute of Logopedics of the University of Wichita, Wichita,
Kansas.
The Teacher

The teacher holds a Bachelor of Science degree in education from Kansas State Teachers College of Pittsburg, Kansas. ·
He specialized in industrial education in college, and since
then has worked in different industrial plants to gain experience and skill as a woodworker.

He spent one summer sand-

ing floors, one summer building and .installing built-in cabi~ets, seven summers with the United Millwork Co., Wichita,
Kansas, and two summer.a with the Beech Aircraft Company.

He

has taught woodwork, sheetmetal, drawing, and electricity in
the public schools of Wichita, Kansas, for the last fourteen

-15years.
The Shop
The shop is in the basement of the teacher's home.

The

room is thirteen feet wide at the widest part, and has an
average width of about ten feet.

It is thirty-two feet long,

not counting the lumber storage space at one end.

It has an

outside entrance, three ·small windows poorly located to furnish light, concrete floor, seven feet to the ceiling, heatine
and ventilation pipes hardly six feet from the floor.
last is no serious handicap as none of the boys J:•.S-.'.-

This
arge.

The Shop Equipment
4 single work benches 22" x 52" with woodworkers vises
1 single work bench 22" x 5'9" equipped with a machinists vise and a woodworkers vise.
1 double bench 32" x 42" equipped with 2 woodworkers
vises.
1 tool cabinet
1 tool board
1 cabinet for shaper bits
1 tool chest
1 built-in cabinet for lathe tools and ace·essories
1 blackboard
1 wood-burning stove.
The Hand Tools
The following tools are on the tool board:
1 tin snips

1 Stanley block plane

1 2' framing square

1 Stanley 14" jack plane
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1 large claw hammer

1 9" smooth plane, 2" cutter

1 medium sized claw hammer

1 9" smooth plane, ll" cutter

1 Stanley #80 scraper

2 flat cabinet files

1 Stanley #151 spoke shave

2 Halfround files

2 rubber sand blocks

1 screwdriver bit for brace

110" sweep rachet brace

1 countersink bit for brace

2 hand drills

1 nail set

1 Stanley marking gauge #65

1 try square

This toolboard hangs on one wall and is open at all times.
The boys use any of the tools that they may need at any time.
In the center or the four work benches is a hack saw, try
square, screwdriver, and bench· brush.

Other tools that are

available include the following:
2 coping saws

l scissors

1 steel wire brush

4 screwdriv~rs

1 plug cutter

2 expansive bits

6 cabinet files

1 set auger bits for brace

1 Stanley try square #21

1 set drill bits

1 Pexto dividers

1 center punch

1 Stanley marking gauge #65

1 drift punch

1 Stanley # 67 spoke shave

2 bit files

1 Stanley #90 bullnose plane 1 Stanley #80 scraper
1 Stanley bit gauge

1 hand drill

4 carriage clamps

1 post drill

6 hand screws

6 b8.I' clamps

1 5" block plane

1 floor scraper

1 3" block plane

1 draw lmife

- .174 cabinet scrapers

2 brad awls

1 burnisher

1 28 11 hand rip saw

1 monkey wrench

l 28" hand cross-cut saw

4 round files

3

3

mallets

back saws

l hack saw

2 sets taps and dies

l compass saw

1 magnetic tack hammer

l turning saw

1 upholsterers hammer

1 pony draw knife

l small ball- pein hammer

2

1 f :l:nishing claw hammer

1 gas furnace

1 large riveting hammer

2

l medium size ball- pein

1 side-cutter plier

l blow torch

l Bernard cutter

6

wood chisels

l gouge ,

electric soldering coppers

soldering coppers

1 round-nose plier

!"

2 slip stones

The Power Machines
,

1 Del ta double duty lathe with extension to bed

1 gt'inde~ attachment fo~ lathe

l buf'fer attachment
l wire wheel attachment
1 Delta double duty 14" band saw
1 Delta 10" circular saw with the following attachments :
l sander disc
l dado
l moulder head
1 Delta 6" jointer
l Delta shaper with dovetail attachment
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'

''

1 Driver jig saw

1 Driver Drill with mortiser attachment
Each machine is individually motorized
The Materials
The materials that are avai1able in the shop include:
Lumber:
white pine

red gum

bass wood

red cedar

.fir plywood

walnut

hickory

hedge

Finishing materials:
stain

paint

filler

enamel

shellac

lacquer

varnish

turpentine

wax

alcohol

stick shellac

linseed oil

plastic wood

putty

Abrasives:
garnet sand paper 2/0 , 3/0 , and 4/0
wet or dry trimite paper #320 and #400
emery cloth
sand

cloth

steel wool

11

Metals: ( in small amounts)
aluminum

charcoal tin

copper
brass

monell metal

zinc
tin CAns

-19Solders:
bar 50-50

resin core

acid core

Soldering flux
Leather (scrap~ and trimmings from airplane
upholstering)
Nail and brads, assorted sizes.
Wood screws:
flat head bright iron

flat head brass

round head blue iron

round head brass

Glue
Moss for upholstering
The Drawing Equipment
Drawing table

Drawing instruments

T square

Triangles

Drawing paper

Tracing pap er

Carbon paper

Thumb tacks

Architects Scale
Miscellaneous Equipment
Wood-burning set

wood carving tools
Handicaps

The entire experiment has been conducted under several
very trying handicaps.
One of the handicaps is due t ·o the time of day that it is
necessary for the class to meet.

All of the work has been

Bone between 5:30 and 7:30 P.M.

According to Seguin "••othe

first hours are those in which the most of attention may be
exacted, and true learning gained.

At later hours, more is to

- 20-

be derived from excitement than from concentration of mind ." l
If the boys are fed before class they are more or less· torpid
and indifferent; if they

are

not fed before class , they are

tired · and hungry .
It has been necessary at all times to use artificial
light due to the location of the shop and to the time of day
at which the class meets .

'While there are plenty of lights,

it has been impossible to completely eliminate shadows .

This ,

coupled with the fact that at least half of the boys have defective sight , is quite a hinderance to good work.
The length of the class IE riod is approximately one hour .
If the class could meet in the morning , it would probably be
more profitable to have ~iods of two or three hours.

.This

was tried for three days during Christmas vacation , and seemed
to indicate that the 'ionger

i:e

ri ods would be profitable .

Possibly the greatest handicap of the mongols has been an
attitude of complete indif ference .

Their attention changes

frequently , and one of them is absolutely content just t o sit
and watch.

One is very contrary , one has been rather timid ,

but is becoming smarty and stubborn, and one is not worried
about anything.
The teacher is an instructor in the Wichita, Kansas ,
public schools , and has done a day ' s work before this class
meets .

Often he is so tired that his value as a teacher is

doubtful .

An.other handicaP, that the teacher has had , has been

1 Mouard Seguin ~ Idiocy and Its Treatment by the Physiological MethOd , p. 64 • . New York : Columbia University , 1907.

,
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lack of experience and special preparation in this particular
field.
The Projects
It is exceedingly difficult to find interesting p:aojects
with the necessary simplicity of design and construction.
Characteristics of Projects.- Projects for these children
should possess the following characteristics:
1. Projects should be simple in construction.

2. The material of which they are made should be easily

worked.
3. There should be a great deal of repetition of pro-

cesses and operations.
4. Each new project should use as many of the processes

and operations previously used as possible.
5. New projects should not be too uniike previous

projects.
6. If possible secure projects in which the youngsters

are interested, although it is well for them to make
something occasionally which they do not particularly .
w·a nt to make.
7. The projects should, in general, have as much toleranc
(permissible variation) as possible.
B. Each project should be such that it can be brought to
a successful (acceptable) conclusion in a reasonably
short time.
9. The projects should eventually lead to the pupil's
attempting to make things at home-•

.,..

-2'210. Each project should be use.ful for something when
completed •
. 11 . There should be a progression of difficulty in the
· projects , although in mos t cases this progression
will have to be very slow .
12. If a project requires a part of exact size or shape,
it is better for the instructor to do the precision
work than to have the pupil feel that the project is
spoiled and no good when finished .

Precision work

should be introduced as soon as the boy is capable of
using it to advantage , whether done by himself or the
teacher .
13. Every project should help to make the pupil more
independent .
14. Repetition of the project is very frequently of value .
Pro.iects used.- Projects that have been made in the shop
to date (March 1 , 1940) include the followi ng :
1 . Puzzle peg game

11 . Saw bracket and seat

2 . Wren House

12. Magazine rack

3 . Footstool

13. End table

4 . Corner shelf

14. Pl·a y tables

5 . Airplane

15. Toy dog

6. Wall pocket

16. Book ends

7 . Tool box ( small )

17 . Letter rack

a.

18. Tie rack

Bow

9 . Dagger (wooden ) ·

10. Boat

1 9 . Pl ant stand

20 . Serving tray
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Pro j ects to be tried .Book rack
Hat and Tie rack
Costumer
Kayak

Work Bench

CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
General Guiding Principles
A great deal of research and reading was done in this
experiment.

Some or the material found was useless in the

present situation and some of it was extremely valuable. Seguin's book "Idiocy and Its Treatment by the Physiological
Method" was the most prolific source of valuable material.
There seems to be no logical order in which to present
these principles.

This makes it rather difficult to make a

concise and coherent summary of them.

The one thing to be

remembered t!l!'oughout is that every one of the p:-inciples
listed has an important and direct relation to the proper development of these children, regardless of logical relation
to each other.
Before any great amount or directed education or development can take place, the instructor must know his pupils.
"In the first place it is apparent that no intelligent plan
for the instruction of a child can be instituted until his
mental level is known. ul· In the development or these children,
the instructor must know more than just the mental level or
the children.

He must lalow their mental and physical habits,

inhibitions, fears, attitudes, etc.

The instructor in this

experiment found that every one ·o f the six boys in this experi ~
ment has a warped personality.

Some or them have had too much

lMrs. Leta Hollingsworth, Psychology of Subnormal
Children, p. 187. New York: Macmillan Co., 1930.
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maternal protection; some have been allowed to roam the
streets; some or them ·are just bright enough to realize that
they are not normal.

Not one of the boys in this experiment

has a normal personality that is simply slow in developing.
All of them have developed some kind or resistance in their
nature, and this will crop out unless they are handled carefully.

/.,,..,,,.,.···

Because or their intellectual deficiency and warper-,, ,.p;sonalities these children are very largely dependent upon
habits for their responses.

The educator's job, then~ is to

eliminate undesirable habits and to establish those that are
useful in every-day life.

The younger the child, the less

difficulty will be encountered because of the absence of undesirable habits.

Concerning such things as learning to eat

with a spoon, drink from a glass, comb his own hair, obey orders, perform simple manual tasks which will occupy him, Mrs.
Hollingsworth writes,, "All these improvements can be brought
about by education, and by no other means. ul

A few pages

further she writes,
Since training, consisting in the formation of .proper
specific habits, is the chief instrwnent for the improvement-it is of first rate importance to make a diagnosis at the
earliest possible moment.2
Since people tend to do again that which once gave them
satisfaction, it is essential that these children be taught to
enjoy doing the things that are socially acceptable.
1Mrs. Leta Hollingsworth, op. cit., p. 196.
2ill.g_., p. 200.

·~.

,
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Keep the pupil happy if at all possible.

or

course this

takes into consideration the fact that happiness is a re1ative
matter, and that some people secure their happiness from
things · that are unsocial.

These persons are due to be les~

than happy· .in the shop until they are re-trained and are satisfied with things that at least are not detrimental to the
well being or others, nor destructive of property.

Neither

does it mean to sacrifice discipline, order, work, etc., for
the sake of permitting someone to have a hilarious time, but
it pays big dividends in their development to have the youngsters happy.

Teach them to joke, to play, and to laugh.

nwe must not forget to create gaiety and mirth several times a
day; happiness is our object as much, nay more than progress,
and children will not be sick if they laugh.nl
The teacher should enter whole-heartedly into the work
and play of the children.

He need not act silly and childish

just for the amusement or the boys; rather, he should enjoy
the things he is striving to teach _the boys to enjoy.

These

children have a very sharp sense of feeling and can almost always tell when the teacher is really enjoying himself and when
he is not.

No teacher will gain the most in development of

spontaneity and initiative who is working solely from a sense
of duty or for the monetary income derived from such work.
Always do everything as it should be done because or the
probability of imitation of one or more of the boys.
tation or one or more of the boys.

Use imi-

Use imitation to a very

1 Edouard Seguin, op. cit., p. 68.
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"Personal

imitation being a natural capacity in us , idiots or not , we
must use it for the good of our children. "l
Watch the boys to avoid unwelcome imitation of each other .

If it is something that will quickly pass away , ignore

it , because these youngsters , like normal boys , frequently
want to do what you do not want them to do· just because you do
not want them to do it .

In other words , if there is a feeling

of freedom and equality, they like to tease the teacher as
well as love him.
Take full advantage of the fact that children often learn
from each other that which adults for some unknown reason cannot make clear to them.

According to Seguin,

In these multiform operations of the simultaneous tr·aining, the child who teaches another in a certain sense teaches
himself more by the reflex action of his own will upon his own
understanding; though i t is quite certain, besides , that very
many things are taught fr om child to child that we could not
at all , or not so well inculcate ourselves •••• 2
Arouse and maintain a genuine interest on the part of the
pupils .

This is easier if the boys enjoy their class period.

It also helps if projects are used whi ch they like , and which
they enjoy after they are c ompleted.
S.t_imulate the boys to want to do something, then help
them to it .

Wanting is the rore - r~er of willing , and the

development of these children will be , almost nil until they
will do something .

Will calls forth activity; activity calls

l F.douard Seguin~ op. cit ., _...P.•- 89~:. ~ -'
2rb1d., p . 152 .
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though possible.

Permit all the freedom of action and

Let the bpys do what they want to do when

they want to do it.

This is practical in the fullest sense

only after the boys have learned to want the things that make
good citizens, or that help in some way in their development
without harm or danger to others.

"We must remember that

teaching hovr to do a thing, is to him of no practical value if
we do not place him in the best ·circumstances to accomplish
it."l

·rr a boy is determined to do something that will surely
result in failu re, and the only loss will be a 'small amount of
material, let him do it because the gain in his field of experi·e nce will be worth the loss of material .

An

occasional

failure of this nature makes them more ready to listen to
advice.
H.ave everything done in a logical. way .

When there is

more than one way, let it be done the easiest and simplest
way.
Use competition as an incentive , but do not let it develop into personal antagonism.

It is best to avoid too much

competition where one pupil is very outstanding, or where one
is too far behind .
Develop cooperation among the boys as much as possible .
In woodwork it is frequently necessary for one person to help
· another in holding materials , e tc .

Always have the boys help

lEdoua.rd ~Seguln~ op. · cit ,, .P• 151. ~

..
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each other when possible.
They may be taught in school many things utterly useless
for their improvement, but they cannot be made to play together with or without toys, - without learning and increasing
their moral qualities: playing is a moral power, amusing the
lowest .idiot is another; our children must learn to enjoy
both.1
Working together is like playing together,. especially
where the boys enjoy their work a~ much as these do, and where
there is of necessity a great deal of helping each other.
Avoid the necessity for commands as much as possible.
Never give a direct command unless yo~ expect it to be obeyed.
Be sure the command is understood before resorting to coercion,
but always have the command obeyed when given. "For if we cannot enforce our first command, the idiot will reel superior to
us, and many trials will be in store before legitimate ascendency can be established."2

This is true not only of the first

command but of any other.
Do not be too critical, and cause the child to have a
feeling of inferiority • . On the other hand, do not accept inferior work when you know the pupil is capable of doing batten
Ridicule properly applied is one of the sharpest prods
that~ teacher can use.
mischievous.

On

the other hand it can be the most

Never ridicule the child personally, his mental

ability , nor his work when you feel that it is somewhere near
the peak of· his ability.

It may be used to good advantage

when the boy is trying to get by with poor work when he is

l:maoua.rd :Segntii.; op. ··c:tt • ., · P.• . 169_• .
2Ibid • ., p. 160.
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undoubtedly capable of doing better .

Another time when it can

be used to advantage 1-s when the boy refuses to try to do his
work.

Sometimes it is best- for the ·instructor to whisper to

the boy some phrase, such as "Lt's get sister to d~ it for
you," "You are not a sissy, are you?" etc .

At other times it

should be used as a joke and the entire group get a laugh out
of it.

At these times the laugh should be at the project or

action, and not at the boy personally.
Praise and commendation should also be used ex~ensively,
but carefully.

Be just; be sure the child is worthy, and that

praise will not confirm an already bad case of over-developed
ego.
From the results of this experiment it seems advisable to
'

'

teach the children individually in shop work until· they becdme
somewhat accustomed to the use of . tools , and learn to obey com•
mands .

Otherwise there is grave danger of injury to the child,

damage of the tools, and destruction of materials.
as the instructor feels that he can handle
time they should be placed together .

tv10

But as so~~

or more at a

Seguin writes,

It is very important not to confine these exercises to
individual teaching any more than is necessary for their
strict understanding . -This understanding once acquired , _ must
be carried into group exercises of two or three children at
first, of many more afterwards , because when close attention
is not so much needed, the iealthy stimulus of competition
must be taken advantage of .
He apparently considers group teaching and learning of
very great importance, for he , again discusses it :

lEdouard Seguin, op . cit., p. 121.
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But we say that whatever may be gained by close contact or
one teacher with one or a few pupils in individual lessons ,
is far from compensating the loss experienced by the necessary
absence or group or general training among isolated children.
No doubt they may in this wise learn more through the teacher ,
but they will acquire less intuition by themselves ; they will
obey but will not act so soon , nor so well by the impulse of
their ~ree will ; they may understand more , but will certainly
do less . In fact , the two modes or teaching act so different ly and are so completive , not suppletive of each other , that
the best school is the one which includes both; and consequently , a public institution must be numerous enough to permit a rational classification , without reducing the groups to
mere individualities . l
Early Procedure
When the shopwork was first started , each of the boys was
taken individually for his lesson.

Because of the lack of in-

terest they required constant urging and encouragement to keep
them working .

They were unaccustomed to so much activi ty and

tired quite easily.

Two or them were taking medicine that had

a tendency to increase their lassitude .

It was exceedingly

difficult for the teacher to know when to urge them and when
to let them alone .

He wanted to establish habits or working ,

obedience , cooperation , etc ., but their indifference made this
so exceedingly slow that he often was on the point of calling
the ex:tBriment a failure .

Only the encouragement of the moth-

ers kept it going .
Partly because of their lack of interest and pa~tly because or their lack or ability to concentrate , it was impos sible to hold their attention on anything .

Many times the

teacher had to hold the boys ' hands to show them how to hold
and use their tools .

Even this served to lessen the necessity

lF,douard Seguin, op . cit ., p . 185.
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for attention. · while the teacher held their hands the boys
would look at anyth ing ·but their work.
and keep on sawing or driving nails.

They would look away
This caused them to

spoil their material, mash their fingers, and in other ways
increased the hazards in the shop.

One never knew just when

their minds would wander and they would let something slip
that might result in an accident.
After the first project was completed each boy was permitted to select his new project.

This was to increase in-

terest, but it failed to increase attention.

Increased atten-

tion came only after many weeks of continual watching and urging on the part of the teacher.

Even after a year of shop

work the mongols still forget to watch what they are doing.
However, this is showing considerable improvement recently.
Another thing that contributed to . the lack of attention
was the lack of a sense of value on the part of the boys.
Nothing was of any value to them.

Part of this was ir obably

due to the fact that they did not lalow what the material was
to be made into, and did not recognize which piece of material
was to be used when sawing.
One important factor in the apparent lack of interest and
attention was the newness of their environment, and their complete ignorance of the use of tools and materials.

They had

no knowledge in this field; everything was new and required
time and exIB rience to be understood.

If a person crone into

the shop during the first six or eight weeks, work simply
stopped, elbows dropped on the bench, and dreaming began and
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continued until the teacher started work to going again.

This

has improved so that now one or two may start loafing for
awhile, but this is no worse than in the public schools.

The

worst trouble now is that #4 and #6 want to show their · work to
everyone, and to monopolize conversation if there is any.

At

least they feel that they must listen in on all conversations.
While the boys were still taking individual lessons, but
before they were ready to be placed together, the teacher
found that he was watching them too closely, and was too
critical of their efforts.

In order to avoid this he invented

little jobs for himself that required his attention just
enough that he could keep a close watch on the boy and yet do
his own job.

By working in this way it helped to give the boy

self-confidence and still kept him from ruining his material.
Another point that helped was that the teacher was working,
and this was something for the boy to imitate.

If the teacher

sat around doing nothing but watching and correcting, the boy
was soon trying to sit down to do his work, then he stopped
work completely and watched the teacher.

If the teacher was

busy doing some kind of shop work, the boy soon went to work
on his job.
This new procedure gave the boys more of a chance to work
as they wanted to.
drove them.

The teacher encouraged them rather than

This was possible because they were beginning to

understand something of what they were trying to do.

The

teacher wanted them to work of their own accord, because he
believes as Greenwood does that "the teacher stimulates and
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directs the learner, but all education comes from the learner's voluntary effort. ul
After the boys once began to understand why they were
doing things they could do them much better.

In other words,

they learned h ow to do t h ings by doing them.
t•noing is the way to knowing •••• " 2
No teacher can furnish the child with the agility which
he acquires through gymnastic exerci_s e: it is necessary that
the pupil perfect h i mself through his own efforts. It i s
very much the same with the education of the senses.
It might be said that the same t h ing is true of every
form or education; a man is not what he is because of the
teachers he has had, but because of what he has done . 3
Procedure by Individual Cases
Case #1 was interviewed with his father and mother
February 7 , 1939 .

He commenced work Tuesday evening ,

February 14 , 19~9 .

·His class periods were from 5 : 30 to 6:30

P. M. on Tuesday and Thursday evenings .
His first praoject was a puzzle peg game.

As stated be-

fore , this particular project was used because it is inexpensive , easily and quickly made , has a great deal of tolerance ,
and requires the use of some
erations.

of the most common tool~ and op-

Any other project meeting these requirements would

have done as well .
As soon as work started and the instructor attempted to

lJ . M. Greenwood , Principles of Education Practically
Applied , p. 11 . New York : D. Appleton and co., 1898.
2Ibid., p .

1s.

3Maria Montessori , The Montessori Method , p. 172.
New York : Fred A. Stokes Co ., 1912.
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obstinacy.
thing.

Apparently -he had always had his own way in every-

Saying to him, t'No"_, or "Do it this way" was almost

always ·sure to provoke a reaction opposite to what should
normally be expected.

vVhen crossed, his face became flushed,

his veins showed rather distinctly, and his facial expression
became very unplea sant.
up",

He would make such remarks as nshut

"I knock your eye out,"

ttr

tell Dr. Palmer on you," "You

-watch out I lose my temper," etc.
coherent.

Much of his speech was in-

It was impossible to reason with him; attempting

to. do so seemed to make him more determined than ever to have
his way.

Making him stand still, stand in a corner, or sit on

his bench did no good •. He could not be shamed into doing anything.

Occasionally his attention could be diverted from the

thing he was doing, and when he returned to work he would do
it the way i t should have been done.

More often it resulted

in a continuation of the trouble, and his refusal to do as he
should.
Available material was studied regarding methods of seI• '

curing obedience.

Seguin was the only one found that made an

outright statement concerning the necessity for obedience, and
how to secure it.

He writes:

Immediate c ommand, the most stringent, sometimes painful,
must be too often supported at the start by coereion ••••• and
from our own ex~rience, let us add that where coercion is
necessa.!"y, it lasts but a short time if properly handled. In-deed, the stronger is the coercion, the shorter is the struggle, the less is the suffering.l
1 Edouard Seguin, op. cit., p. 158.
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After all resources had been exhausted , the instructor
resorted to corporal punishment .

This was not satisfactory

because #1 is rather insensitive to pain, and when he is angry
he has almost no sense of feeling , due possibly to excessive
adrenalin in the bloodstream.

However , it seemed to be the

only way to secure obedience , and without prompt obedience
there is no safety in a shop .
There a.re several things about shopwork that mu st be kept
in mind when considering the se cases .

The instructor must

have prompt obedience in a shop because of the element of
danger that is always present .

Unless the chi ldren obey there

is bound to be spoiled material , broken tools , and injured
children.

For example all of them were t old to keep their

fingers off the cutting edge of the pl ane iron or it would cut
them.

Case #1 and Case #3 paid no attenti on to this and cut

their fingers as a resul t .

Another time #1 was told to let thi~

brace and bit alone until his work was ready to b ore holes in.
I nstead of doing as he was told , he took the brace and b i t and
started to bore a hole i n t h e bench top.

When told t o stop

that and put the tools down , he immediately started to bore a
hole in a metal heating pipe .

The instructor struck him

sharply across the lmuckles with a
tool down.

t " dowel

rod and he put the

He then went into one of his tirades against the

instruct or .
One of the peculiarities of #1 was that he woul d continue to work and quarrel at the same time .

During the year

of his participation in this experiment #1 was never hurt
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and he always cried
but not so with #1.

and-

#2 was spanked two or three times,

stopped work until the storm was over,

Another, peculiarity was that #1 always

wanted to come back to class, regardless of how well or how
poorly he got along with the instructor.

Still another pe-

culiarity was the fact that if the instructor showed the least
trace of irritation in his face or voice, #1 i mmediately became contrary, but if the ins t ructor kept a smile or grin on
his face #1 would eventually grin or laugh, even though the
instructor was resorting to the use of corporal punisbmentc
This . last peculiarity lessened the tension a great deal after
the instructor discovered it.
accident.

This was discovered quite by

#1 had decided that he was going upstairs.

As he

started up the steps the instructor started poking him lightly
with a small stick.

The expression on the face of #1 was so

comical that the instructor laughed.

#1 looked at him in a

rather silly, pouting way for an instant and then started to
grin and that battle was over .
Not quite all the time was spent in argument and bickering, and whenever an opportunity presented itself , the instruc-•
tor was careful to give #1 praise and commendation.

Whenever

he was unusually easy to manage, the instructor praised him
to his parents, but if he were unusually unruly, the only comment was that ''we did not have such a good ~ime today" .
The instructor realized that what #1 needed was not the
tool operations and uses·, but a different mental attitude
toward the world in general.

It would not make any difference
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how skilful #1 might become with tools, this skill would be
of no particular value -so long as his attitude remained un- ·
changed.

The attitude was caused by things beyond the control

of the instructor, and he decided to confine himself to teaching woodwork and let those responsible for the attitudes worry
about them outside the shop .
The instructor found that #1 knew how to drive nails and
use a screw driver , but that was about all .

He did not know

how to draw lines through a point, and he appeared to be unable to learn how.
subtr.aet.

He did not know how to measure, add or

The results were that the instructor had to do all

the layout work which required measuring and squaring.
wa.s true of #' s 2, 3, and 5 _a s well.

This

The ultimate result of

this was that the instructor secured projects that could be
made from patterns, and that had a maximum of tolerance.

#1

soon learned to plane a flat surface fairly well, but was unable to plane the edges with much accuracy .
dination and sight were both very poor.

His motor coor-

This caused him to

have some of his holes off center, and his contrariness caused
him to bore some in the wrong place.

The amount of tool tech-

nique gained, as compared to the amount usually gained by a
seventh grade boy on the same project, was very small, but
definite improvement was noted .

For instance , _ one thing that

he learned was to lay his plane on the side wh~n not using it.
He refused to use his sandpaper correctly and would sand cross
•

grain, in circle·s or any way the fancy struck him.

As sug-

gested before, this was due to a number of reasons, among them

,

..

being contrariness, lack or understanding of the results,
not caring for the results, inability to tell which way the
grain ran .
This was taking place during kite flying sea.son, and Ill
wanted some kite sticks .
good behavior .

These were used as levers to secure

Then he was given some large , brown paper wi tl::

which to cover his kite .

Anything and everything available

was used to distrct his mind from his contrariness , and give
him something to think about .
make next .

He was asked what he wanted to

His answers were always the same ,- "A taper

( ta.bl~) for Dr . Palmer . "

This was used. to prod him along be-

cause he could not make a new project until the old one was
finished .

As he learned more about the tools in the shop his

interest became greater and his tantrums decreased accordingly .
The second project was a. small stand made of apple box
and orange crate material .

This he called his "taper", and

which he eventually took to Dr . Palmer .

On

this project the

. instructor gained a better understanding of the mental and
physical handicap of this child.

His intellectual powers are

very weak and slow, and his eyes are very defective .

He is

unable to drive nails efficiently due to defective sight and
poor muscular coordination.

Those nails that he does not bend

over he rounds the heads on , due to so many blows :used in
driving them into the wood .
There was very little improvement in tool technique , but
this was hardly to be exJ;Bcted.

He was developing the habit
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of turning his plane on its side when he laid it down.

This

was to protect the cutting edge if he s hould l ay it on another
tool .

He also learned that he should either straighten a nail

or pull ·it out when it bent.

He would look around to see if

he was. watched befor e doing it; however , and if he thought he
was watched, he would straighten it up or pull it out , but if
he thought he was not watched , he would let the nail bend over
and hurry to harrnner it down before he was observed .
The third project , the wren house , was an effort at making duplicate parts .

#1 required considerable help , which he

accepted rather ungraciously.

Frequently the help caused a

tantrum, because he refused to be corrected .

If he made a

mistake or destroyed a piece of material , he would deny it and
say that the instructor did it .

As soon as this idea entered

his mind , it was fixed and nothing would change it .

His speoor.

and actions were so convincing that sometimes the instructor
wondered if #1 really believed his fabrication .
The fourth project , the play table , was more difficult
and requir.e d the use of more tools .

#1 began to develop a

little technique in the use of the plane .
the hand drill and denied it .

He broke a bit in

He broke the bit because he was

try ing to bore a hole and look around at the .same time .

He

learned to put soap on screws to make them go into the wood
more easily , and he had not forgotten ·that when he withdrew
from the experiment .

In using the band saw #1 insisted on

pushing the material wi:th his body rather than his hands .
refused to learn better , so he was not permitted to use the

He .
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bandsaw a great deal after that .

During all this time he was

being encouraged to think of new things , to do things to help
his mother , to tell his tea?her , etc .

In addition the in-

structor gave him little pieces of wood , boxes of junk, etc .,
As time went on , he gradually began to have

to occupy him.

fewer contrary spells , although when he had one it was just
as severe as at the beginning.

Sometimes they could be term-

inated without resort .to corporal punishment , but he always
had to do what he was told to do.

There were no exceptions .

At first _#l had no sense of value f or things .

But as he

acquire~ things of his own he began to take care of them and
to keep them.

He was encouraged in this , but an effort was

made to make him _socially conscious by having him do things
I

for others .

His parents and the instructor worked together

to secure this change by constantly keeping these things in
his mind .
When #3 began work , #1 and #2 were given their lesson at
the same time .
handle #1 .

The instructor had a helper , but he could not

The two boys being t ogether did not make a great

deal of difference to #1 .
that now he had

ah

He went along as b~fore , except

audience to show off before .

This was used

t o some advantage by having him show #2 how to do his work
when possible .
tude .

#lhad a rather supercilious , "smarty" atti -

Part of this was probably caused by self-c onsciousness .

It became less noticeabl e as he became accustomed to working
wit~ others , although it· did not entirely disappear .
June first the instructor ' s helper had to leave him.

At
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and had their i-nd.ividual lessons the other three days.

They

kept the instructor more than busy , and part of the time some
of them .were doing nothing--apparently.

Actually, they were

watching each other and the instructor, and were learning
faster than they did when alone.
about.

Also they had more to think

This seemed to have a very beneficial effect upon #1.

The reports from his mother indicated that he was mucb more
tractable in his work with the Institute of Logopedics, and
that he was much mor e easily cared for at home.

From what she

told the .instructor #1 had always refused to put his playthings away when he was through playing 1-vith them, or to hang
up his· clothes • She told the instructor that after he had
been ·in the shop awhile he began to hang up his clothes and to
put away his toys when he was told to do so.

Sometimes she

had to become yery insistent, but he eventually did as directed.
There was not such a great deal of new material in the
making of the ·fifth project, yet it called for the use of
practically all of the t _o ols used up to this time.

.

#1 still

persisted in trying to watch what was going on around him and
work at the same time .

While the results were never disaster-

ous, they were not satisfactory.
jured seriously.

Fortunately he was never in-

About the worst was when he pinched a blood

blister on his finger.

The vises had metal handles and would

pinch blisters if not handled carefully.

During the first

part of the experiment if he mashed his finger, or did any-

- 43thing to cause blood to flow, he h~d to quit work and have a
rag wrapped around it • . The bigger the rag the better he liked
it .

#3 was just the opposi~e.

and go about his business .

He would sling the blood off

#1 finally became more this way.

Neither of them particularly liked disinfectant , but it was
always used.
#1 really did a very nice job on his footstool .

Of

course he had to have help--a lot of it , and he had to be
watched all the time to keep him from spoiling it , but he did
enoug~ work on the stool that it should be called his .

In

smoothing the top cui~ve with a spoke shave , he would hold the
tool to cut in one place .

Because he did not change the posi-

tion of the tool as it went around the curve, it would cut in
only one place .
edge beveled.

Then he would tip it to one side and make the
The stool was saved by the instructor holding

and guiding #l's hands while he used this tool .

Then in fil -

ing , #1 persisted in using his half - round cabinet file backwards .

In filing concave curves~ he used the flat side to the

wood, and on convex curves he used the round side .

When

staining his stool he had it all stained and rubbed off , when
he took the stain brush and smeared a lot of stain in the middle of one side .

He sat back and looked at the instructor as

if to say , "What are you going to do about it?"

His father

was standing a :rew feet away waiting to take #1 home .

When

this happened , he just disappeared until the s torm was over .
This happened September 29 , after # ' s 2 and 3 had gone
home .

None of .the boys had done any work in the shop between

I
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.the first or August and the eighteenth or September .

# ' s 1,

2 , and 3 were working t _o gether on Monday , Wednesday , and Friday evenings .

#4 was worki:r~.g on Tuesday and Thursday .

#1

had been present only three times before the staining episode .
While he was not particularly agreeable , he was not unruly.
After this experience he continued to be disagreeable so long
as he could not do just as he wanted to~

The next outbreak

came on the evening of October 16 when he smeared varnish on
his stool instead of shellac , after being told not to do it .
Only two weeks elapsed between these two outbreaks .
serious outbreak was six weeks later , on November 29 .

The next
His im-

provement was exceedingly rapid and satisfactory from that
time until he was taken out of the ex~riment three months
later .

Probably one of the factors contributing greatly to

this improvement was the presence of #4 .
changed to work with # ' s 1 , 2, and 3 .

On· .October

6 he was

Because he was older

and not so retarded as the others , #1 immediately wanted to be
friends with him , and imitated him to some extent .
On

February 19 , 1940 , he had another of his tantrums .

Not only did he refuse to do what he was told to do , but he
tried to do everything else .

After it happened , his mother

indicated that she thought her son was being "picked on" and
that he was pun ished for things the others were permitted to
do.

Then s he decided the punishment w·a s too severe , and she

would not send him back any more .

Possibly everything would

have gone smoothly if it· had not been for his brother being in
the shop during the entire action.
tools used b

The projects made and the

-
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Case #2 started shop lessons at the same time that #1
started.

He had three 1essons per week and alternated even-

ings with #1.

He came one.- ~alf hour early and had las.sons

of one and one-half hours each until all of the boys were
given five days per week.
This child proved to be very timid and nervous .

His at -

tention was poor; he saw things as a whol e and not by parts .
He had the attitude of "I can ' t" .

Medi cine that he was taking

supposedly caused him to be less active than would normally be
expected.
time .

He wanted to chew his finger a great deal of the ·

He would stick his finger far back into his mouth and

chew it with his molar teeth , or with the gums back of the
teeth.

If scolded , he would cry .

very happy .

A little praise made him

He was always willing to follow instructions and

suggestions when they were made , but he would lose interest as
soon as work started.

It has been exceedingly difficult to

excite enough interest in anything to cause him to want to do
anything .
When he first started , and for a long time afterwards ,

#2 seemed to be obsessed with a mania for guns , particularly
pistols .

Any pieces or wood that would fit his hand were used

to imitate guns .

He would put them in his pocket and take

them home with him .

His parents were afraid for him to learn

about guns , fearing that he might a.t s ·ome time injure himself
or others .

After studying him for a.while the instructor fi -

nally discussed the matt·e r with the parents .

It was decided

to let him make himself a. wooden gun with his coping saw .

He

I
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did not care enough for it to finish it .

One night the in-

structor showed #2 how -to shoot a pistol at a target .
not like the noise.

#2 did

Since that time his interest in guns has

been waning, alth ough he still lik es them.
One pecu liarity of #2 is his hyper - sensitivity .

Any

noise or sound that is excessive or shrill causes him to place
his hands over his ears.

Some times h e will run and h ide when

the ci~cular saw is running , particularly if the blad is making a shrill noise .

When the exp.e riment was fi r st ·s tart_ed the

instructor pur chased a vibrator jigsaw for the boys to use .
This saw had a stroke of
minute .
net .

i"

and made 3600 cutting strokes per

It was operated by a large alternating current mag-

#2 refused to use this saw -because, he said:, nit ticklestt.

The vibrations were quite noticeable , but were not objectionable to the average person.

#2 does not like to have · anyth ing on his hands that makes
them sticky or messy.
softly.

He likes to touch things lightly and

Often times he touches things in this manner without

apparent cause for d oing so.

So .far it has been impossible to

teach him to d r ive nails with any degree of satisfaction.

He

usually bends· the nail over when he attempts to hit hard .
Left to drive the nail as he pleases , heusually uses such ljgb.t
blows that he rounds the head of the nail with his hammer , due
to striking it so many times .

In a nail driving cont~st it

took #2 two minutes and ten seconds to drive a #5 box nail into a piece of cedar .

It took #3 just .five seconds to drive

the same kind of a nail into the same piece of wood .

This was

- 48tried several times with the same results .

#2 has driven a

great many nails in an effort to learn how , but he shows very
little real progress .

·Because he writes a few things in mir-

ror writing , the instructor has wondered if he sees correctly.
The matter \Vas called to the attention of the parents and the
Institute of Logopedics.
Working with #2 has been rather common- place when compared with #1 .

#2 has learned ratner easily , but does not

care to use his knowledge .

He has always obeyed readily ex-

cept on one or two occasions.

Once when he was instructed to

hand a plane to #3, he refused to do so .

When asked why he

would ~ot give the plane to #3 , he said that he did not want.
to .

He absolutely refused to do so until the instructor re-

sorted to corporal punishment .

After he handed the plane to .

#3 , the instructor placed his arms around #2 and talked to him
He seemed sorry that he did not do as he was told, and promised
to do better .

Since then he has never refused to do anything

that the instructor has told him to do, if he knew how to do
it .
#2 got along very well while making his puzzle peg game ,

aside from becoming discouraged quite easily and wanting to
cry about it .

The toy airplane caused him more trouble , be-

cause it required some judgment of shape and form , and he did
not have this .
ing saw.

He had considerable trouble in using the cop-

He was unable to hold his board on the saw bracket

with one hand and use the saw with the other.
The tie rack was very simple and caused no trouble.

His
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c ornershelf was cut out with a coping saw , and again he had
troubl e in holding his work .

This difficulty was finally

overcome to some ext,e nt by ~sing a small "C" or carriage
clamp to hold the work firmly against the bracket .

This was

not satisfactory , but was an improvement .
The ~ootstool was a review of a l most all the tool oper ati ons that he had learned .
sawing .

He used the electric jig saw for

Of course the instructor had to d o practically all

the upholstering.

#2 took particular delight in using the

smooth plane in surfacing his boards .

He would first mark

all over the surface of the board and then plane the marks
off.

In this way he could easily tell when he had .Planed the

entire surface.
The legs on the play table were made of two inch white
pine .

#2 did not want to use the band saw to cut a taper on

them , so one of the other b oys did this f or him.
#2 was given an opportunity to work in metal and in
l eather .

Neither mat erial proved to be satisfact ory .

In the

metal work he hardly had the necessary strength or accuracy
to use the snips , and he did n ot hit hard enough n or ac curately enough when beating the copper to get the desired effect .
Leather work was totally unfitted for his ability at the time
it was tried .

However , it should eventually prove to be fair -

ly satisfactory if only the simplest p~ojects are used .

A project that was designed especially for #2 was the
book ends .

The design was worked into the wood with a hammer

and woodcarver ' s punches .

This was used because he usually
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likes to drive nails , and the punches were made from nails .
Another reason was so that he would have something to do at
home .

He liked the design a great deal but after about five

minutes . of work he was ready to qu it .
work on them at home .

He did very little

finally the instructor made him a

proposition that if he finished his book ends and brought the
back to class ready to shellac he would get to swat the instructor with a paddle , but if he did not have them ready ,
the instructor was to use the paddle on him.

His mother was

present at the time , and much was made or his chance to use
the paddle , but when he returned on Monday , the book ends wer
unfinished .

The instructor used the paddle , and the same

agreement was entered for the next day.

The second day he

finished them , and took great delight in using the paddle on
the instructor .
In making the toy boat #2 had trouble in tapering the
masts .

The instructor did not compel him to taper them as

they should have been , but let him quit when he thought the
masts would do.

His hyper - sensitivity gave some trouble in

soldering the copper rail in place .

He almost went on a

strike because he said the soldering c opper handle was hot .
The instructor has used the copper for two years and it never
bothers him , and two of the b oys had u sed the copper in malring
their boats and they did not 9omplain.

#2 ' s toy dog was fairly successful , although he did a
rather poor job when sawing it out on the jig saw.

For some

reason this youngster wants to do almost nothing except

- 51dawdle around doing aimless filing and sandtng .

He does not

want to use the band saw or jig saw for anything .
Because #2 cannot hit a nail with any degree of assur ance that he will not miss it and hit the wood instead , a
small guard was invented to protect the wood .

It consists of

a piece of masonite three or four inches square with a hole
in it that the nail will pass through.

This is placed over

the nail which is driven as far as possible with the guard
over it.

The guard is then removed and the nail driven down.

¥12 wastes more time than all the others together .
takes constant urging to keep him at work .

For a long time

he always said ''I can ' t" when told to do anything .
the instructor wrote on the board " I can' t .
"I can. I am a big boy.

n

It

Finally

I am a baby."

Tb.en he and #2 talked about can and

can ' t , being a baby and being a big boy.

The tw.o sentences

were left on the board for several lessons .

'Whenever #2 said

" I can ' t" he would look quickly at the board and change it to
"I can.

I am a big boy . 11

#2 has been exceedingly slow in making his projects ,
despite the fact that he has been quite agreeable and affectionate .

He has never been a behavior problem in the usual

sense of the word, but he wears the instructor to exhaustion
trying to get him to do his work.

It is much easier and

quicker to do the work than it is to get #2 to do it .
lution has been found for this condition as yet .
has been consulted and she states that at

No so-

His mother

imes the only way

she can secure results is to use the paddle .

The instructor
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has not resorted to the paddle for this purpose , but it may
be necessary to try it .if nothing else works .
Table II on page 53 gives a tabulation of projects made
by #2 and the tools used on each.
Case #3 entered the experiment May 1, 1939 .
three hours . each week.

He cannot talk or r ead .

He worked
He is a happy

go-lucky individual , very careless of his personal appearance ,
his belongings , and the property of others .

Nothi ng worri e s

him very long at a time .
He is always happy , and likes to tease others .
some grief by hiding #l' s cap .

He caused

During cold weather he ·per -

sisted in getting #4 ' s ear muffs and putting them on , then
entering ·t he shop .

He would walk up to #4 jus t to see if he

would notice the ear muffs .

He would stand t here until he

finally caused a commotion.

The instructor finally had to

promise him a paddling if h e did not let the property of others alone .

He . is the only one that has intentionally taken

anything home with him that was not his , and that he did not
have permission to truce .

Due to his carelessness , anything

that he talces home is usually destroyed or lost before he
returns it .
#3 is the most energetic of the mongols , possibly because
he seldom ever takes any medicine .

He asks for help when he

needs it , but as soon as he thinks he knows how , he pushes in
and wants to do it for himself .

He never asks for help unless

he needs it , and sometimes he needs help when he does not
think so .

Even though he is the most .energetic of t he mon~ols4

.
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-54there are times when he has to be urged to work.
His method of getting the a t tention of the instructor
rather unique.

His vocal c9rds seem to be unimpaired, at

least he can make plenty of noise with them, yet when the instructor is ·n ot watching him to see his motions he whistles
at the instructor much like whistling for the dog.

As soon af,

the instructor looks at him, he makes motions that almost any-,
one could understand, especially if they knew what work he
was trying to do. ·
An effort has been made to encourage him to talk by giv-

ing him books and magazines that he frequently wants.
likes to pretend to read from them.

He

He frequently takes the

machinery_catalogs and points out the machines in the shop as
he comes to the pictures.
From the beginning he was very careless with the tools,
He did not care if he dropped them on the concrete _floor, nor
did he care how he piled them on the work bench.

It took somE

rather severe scoldings, and finally the use of the paddle to
develop even a moderate amount of ca.re in the use of the toolf.
Even this was taken .as a joke.

When told he was going to get

a paddling he would stick up · one finger and say, none".

He

would bend over and take one swat, but more than that called
for the use of force.

Finally he got to where he would com-

promise on "two", but not if ''one" would doo

Frequently,

after getting paddled, he has kissed or tried to kiss the instructor's hand.

That gives one a rather queer feeling.

#5 likes · to pretend, and to "show orr 0 for the amusement
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of others .
encouraged.

This has never been prohibited , nor has it been
Some of the other boys have needed to know more

about how to play and enjoy _themselves as #5 does .
For a long time#~ was exceedingly r ough when playing
with others .

Many of his tactics and tricks were unethical ,

to say the least .

He would just as soon strike a blow to the

s olar- plexus as not .

He knew that to be a winning blow , and

winning was what he was af ter .

He and the instructor have

played and wrestled together until now he d oes not try to use
this particular blow .

It is a questi on as to whether or not

he realizes the danger of the blow even though he has been
told many times .
#~ ' s - use of the tools is ·n ot very skilful , but he tries .
Like all of the boys, except #4, he has no sense of shape or
proportion.

This results i n cutt i ng his material away at the

wrong places unless he is watched .

He never knows which side

of the line to saw on when using the jig saw .

If he happens

to get even a little di stance away from the line he may turn
and saw almost straight across the middle of the piece that
he wants to use .

Whether or not he will learn to know better

is an unanswered question , but he shows enough improvement in
other things to hope and believe that there will be consider able improvement in this .
His father reports that #5 is kee.ping his projects at
home , and that he likes to show them to others when the occasion arise a.
In making his puzzle peg game #3 had s ome trouble with
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his tools due to the dullness of his tactile sense , and to hif
habit of roughness .

He did not know what "'easy " meant .

He

required constant watching to prevent him from breaking the
tools and destroying the material .

These things had no value

to him.
His footstool was of white pine .

He did a fair job , but

had to plane it off two or three times because he would sand
cross grain.

He had some trouble in using the cabinet file

because he always tried to use it with the flat side down in
concave curves and with the round side down on convex curves .
He did fairly well on the flower stand table , but bruised
the wood somewhat around the screws when using the screwdrive~
bit in the brace.

He seemingly cou ld not hold the brace

straight with the screw.

Because he likes things that re-

quire strength, he insisted on setting his plane too deep .
He would almost ruin his work before he could be. stopped.
His letter rack was only moderately successful because he
dislikes to work accurately .

He did not use the carving tools

accurately with ·the result that his figures of Indians were
poorly done .

He then tried to use the burning set to over-

come the defects created when carving . · The results were very
little better .
it .

He spoiled one base completely when planing

The only way of preventing him from ruining his materi al

that has been reasonably successful has been to watch him
closely and anticipate his troubles .
#3 made h is toy aog quickly , but only fairly well .

He

made his dog in less than half the time ·required by #2 .

In
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fact , he made his boat and dog both before #2 got his dog
filed smooth.
As usu al #3 had trouble keeping the shape of h is wall
pocket like t he pattern , but af ter it was made he d i d a very
good j ob of burning it with the wood burni ng set .
When using the punches on his book ends , #3 usually hit
them too hard with the r esult that the holes wer e too deep.
The projec t s made and tools used by #3 are tabul ated on
page 58 , Table III .
9ase #4 entered t he experiment September 19 , 1939 .
worked two hours per week , for two and one- half weeks .

He
At

that time he had made so much progress that he was changed
over to three nights per week , and placed in the class with
the mongols .

At first he was not sure whether he should be

with them or n ot .

He felt that because he worked in the same

class with them in woodwork , people might think he was like
them mentally.

This seemed to worry him at first , but it s oon

passed away , and now h e i s one of the happiest of the group.
He is the first to arrive for class and the l ast to leave for
h ome .
#4 has almost no us e of numbers and his r eading is very
l imited.

Consequently h i s shop education has been almos t en-

tirely by demonstration and conversatipn.

His technical skill

has devel oped remarkably f ast • . He has made some of the same
projects that the boys i n the public intermediate schools make ,
and in almost every case his workmanship is of superior qual ity 9 and the time required has been less than t he time
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required for the same project in the public schools .
About the only problem that #4 has presented has been
how to prevent him from coming too early and staying too late .
He has a tendency to want to talk too much , and when it does
not concern him , but even this is not so bad.
It is the instructor ' s opinion that #4 can eventually be
prepared for work in an industrial position, especially one
that requires routine work , such as making airplane wing ribs .
#4 has been given some work in mechanical drawing , but to
date this has not beenvery successf'ul .

As soon as he finishes

his present project in woodwork , more time and effort will be
devoted to the drawing , but from a different approach , and using different method of presentation.

A book has been used in

the past, but this is to be discarded at first and blocks
(objects) used instead .

Then an effort is to be made at hav-

ing him read drawings , and make bills of material from them.
#4 made his game board quickly and accurately , seeming to
understand everything , excepting the layout of the holes .

His

use of tools indicated that he can become a very skilful worker , but his usefulness will be limited because of mental retardation.
His wren house was very good and offered no special
problem • . The footstool was made of some very beautiful curly
walnut .

The material had been around the shop for several

years with the r .e sult that it had faded and · was dirty .

When

it was explained to #4 that the figure in the wood was unusual
and very beautiful , he was quite enthusiastic about it.

The
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material was about an inch too narrow , and #4 had to learn how
to use bar clamps in gluing.

Because the grain was so curly ,

he could not plane the boards but had to use a #80 Stanley
cabinet ·scraper in surfacing.

He really did a very nice job

in making his stool .
The magazine rack called for the use of the band saw , the
only new tool .
first time .

However , he was working with plywood for the

He had no trouble with it , and his magazine rack

was very nicely made .
The combination seat and saw bracket was made from orange
crates and a piece of one inch white pine .
helped the other boys with their boxes .

#5 made his and

The same was true

with the assembling of the tool box and bird houses .

#4 was

the only one of the group that could get along satisfactorily
without aid from the instructor .
His end table was made from the blue prints and patterns
of one of the most popular end tables made in the Wichita Intermediate Schools .

He used red gum , the material most common •

ly used in .the public schools .

Judging from the remarks of

Mr . Grandle , instructor at Horace Mann Intermediate School ,
Wichita, Kansas , and from the experience of the instructor of
~he group , who teaches at Alexander Hamilton Intermediate , he
made his table in less time with less help from the instructor ,
and did a better job than ninety- five per cent of the boys in
the ninth grade or the public schools .
made his first mortise and tenon joint .

On this project #4
He used the brace and

bit and chisel to make the mortise , and the back saw to make
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the tenon.
#4 ' s second footstool was one that someone e l se star ted
and #4 finished .

It was like his first stool , only larger .

The bow, bookends , and wall pocket simply require new
uses of tools that #4 has used previously with the exception
of the dividers and the wood burning set .

He did fairly well

wi th t he burning set , but was not so outstanding as in the use
of other tools .
Projects made and tool s used by #4 a.re tabulated on page
62 , Table IV.
Case #5.

Entered the experiment November 1 , 1939 ·.

He

t ook two lessons per week until January 2 when all of the boys
were placed in one class and worked f i ve evenings per week.
#5 is severl y handicap:p3d with poor eyesight , even with
glasses; wi thout glasses he is almost blind .

His motor coor -

dination is very poor , and he is further hindered by an extra
finger on h i s left hand .

This extra finger is fastened t o the

fourth join_t of his regular l ittle finger , and s t ands at an
angle very much l ike an under- sized thumb .

vVhen he first

started work he was continuall y injuring this extra finger because it did not f i t on a plane .

After some help , he f inally

learned to keep it out of the way , so that he has not injured
it for some time .
#5 has always been of a .q uiet disposition, never causing
any trouble , and always doing as he was told.

He is one of

the best workers so far as initiative and willingness ar e concerned , but l ike most of the others , he has no conception of
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form .
When he first began work he was very quiet and seldom
spoke unless he was asked a question.
usually 1'yes " or "no ".

Then his answer was

He still speaks in monosyllables , but

his vocabulary includes longer words .

However , he always

divides them into single syllables when talking .

If one pays

attention to him , he can usually make himself understood , re gardless of the fact that he leaves out a great many words ,
and his grammatical construction may not be correct .

Possibly

one ' s attitude toward this boy regarding his speech might be
expressed in the sentence "I complained because his speaking
was poor until I saw a boy who could not speak at all .u

After

all , does it make any real difference in ultimate results if
a few words more or less are put in or left out of the speech
of these children?
Like the other boys , #5 made the puzzle peg game first .
He worked much faster and more accurately than the other boys
except #4 .

Apparently he had a better understanding of what

he was told , probably due to previous experience .

He

had dif-

fi 'o ul ty with his extra finger in planing and he could not hold
a saw straight in squaring hi~ board .

His hands apparently

are dra'Wll and somewhat misshapen due to a spastic condition.
This made it dif.ficul t for him to hold his. pencil for laying
out a chamfer by using his finger as a guide and gauge .

While

this is by far the quickest and easiest way , other methods are
available for doing this .

As with the others , the instructor

nad to make the layout , and had to help a great deal with the
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marking with a center punch because #5 had not learned to see
and recognize line intersections.
largely to poor eyesight.

Possibly this was due very

After the game was finsihed, it

was found that the holes for the pegs were too tight.
re-drilled them on the electric drill press.

#5

He frequently

misjudged where the bit would enter the wood, and instead of
-boring out the old hole, he made a new hole.

This more or

less spoiled the game board, but he larned how to use the
drill press and the instructor learned that #5 could not judge
space very accurately.

#5's second project was a small bird

house which he made quickly and quite well.

His greatest dif-

ficulties were sawing and nailing his boards together evenly.
In using the jig saw, #5 has a great deal of difficulty.
He gets av;ay from the line and then forgets which way to turn
the board to get back to it.

It is just as probable that he

will turn his board the wrong way and saw in the direction
opposite to that ·in which he should go.

When using the elec-

trie drill he frequently bores holes where he does not want
them, seemingly because of misjudging where the bit should
enter the wood.

His motions with his hands are so irregular

and jerky that it is not satisfactory for him to use the hand
drill with small bits.
#5 assembled his tool box quickly, but had to be watched
closely to see ~hat he had all boards together correctly before nailing.

His seat and saw bracket was quickly made, but

like all of his work it was rather rough where he had to nail
boards together, because of his inability to hold them in
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place while nailing .

This seemingly was due to lack of judg-

ment , poor sight and jerky movements of his hands .
His footstool was fairly well made .

He did a nice job

in planing the surfaces , but the sawing was rather irregular .
Then in boring the holes in the sides for the screws he made
a mistake and bored two extra holes in each side .
He liked his toy dog very well and took it home to work
on , . after sawing it on the jig saw .

The same was true of his

letter rack , wall pocket , and bookends .
#5 does more work at home than all the other boys together .
The irojects made and tools used by #5 are tabulated on
page 66 , Table

v.

Case #6 bagan individual lessons November 1 , 1939 .
lessons were one hour long two evenings per week.
other boys , he started on the puzzle peg game .

His

Like the

The instructor

found #6 ' s right hand and arm practically useless due to rigidity of muscles and lack of muscular control .

He is in the

ninth grade in public school , and is fairly intelligent .
first he seemed more intelligent than he is .

At

He is apparently

exceedingly lazy and does not want to do anything requiring
physical or mental exertion.

This is partly due to exhaustion

following excessive masturbation (two to four times per day) .
He apparently thinks of nothing but sex except when some one
is talking to him.
He tries to use all his tools in one hand only, almost
never using the right hand .

Some tools can be used this way
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When necessary he uses his

right hand in a very clumsy , inefficient manner .

,Vb.en plan-

ing , he holds both arms rigid and moves his plane back and
forth by shifting his weight and bending at the hips .

Natu-

rally his planing is not very accurate .
#6 was found to be very set and sure in his attitude_s ,
and would not follow instructions willingly .

While he did

not rebel or disobey , he simply went ahead doing as he wanted
to .

In making his game board he exhibited his dependence on

others, and his expectation for others to help him whenever
he wanted help .

Because he had been pampered and had had

everything done for him by others , he really believed he coula
not ,--no matter what , if it were the least difficult , he coula
not do it .

He really is badly handicapped physically in· doing

woodwork , due to the almost total uselessness of his right
hand and arm .

Help , demonstration , ridicule , commendation ,

sympathy ,--all were used in an effort to overcome his mental
handicap , which is greater than his physical handicap .

With

correct practice , #6 would eventually develop a moderate degree of skill in the use of tools , but he simply ignores suggestions and help unless he is forced to heed them.
There has been more of an erfort to develop ideals of
workmanship and app~eciation of the work and rights of others
than to develop a great deal of technical skill in this par ticular case.

Due to the peculiar mental set and ·complex , #6

has been espec.i ally difficult to develop .

His pa.rents have _

never found it necessary to deny him .anything , with the result
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tb.at almost nothing has any particular value for him.

He is

very proud of his projects so long as they cause others to
give him attention or praise, but afterward they are of very
little value to him.
When #6 began woodwork he apparently had never realized
that wholes are comp osed of parts , and that each part must be
made correctly before the whole can be completed.

He has

changed in his attitude to a very small extent since learning
this .

Now there are times when he becomes ashamed of his work

and will start to do it over rather than have it seen by others .

These moods are rather transitory , and possibly he will

have changed his mind entirely by the time he can be given the
material to start anew .

#6 first learned that the parts had to be made right
while he was making his bird house .

Before he had the second

set of parts completed , he was ready to discard the whole
thing because he felt that the bird house would not be worth

all the labor that he had to do to get it completed.
He was very proud of his footstool because it really was
quite nice .
jig saw .

In making it he gmt his first cha.nee to use the

He insisted on trying to turn square corners , even

after he had been told that it would damage the machine .
The wall pocket was enriched by using a woodburning set
to apply the decorations to the surfac·e .

#6 did not have the

patience , perseverance , or skill to do this correctly.

He

practically ruined his project by burning promiscuously , regardless of how well his pattern looked.
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VVhile working on the wall pocket , he decided that he
would like to complete a footstool that someone else had
started .

He was not given so much help ~his time because he

had made the same kind of a project before .

He found that he

could do some things with tools that he had thought to be im~
possible for him to do .
His novelty tray was the result of an idea that he conceived regarding the use of a discarded airplane wing rib in
making a tray .

The tray was long and narrow but might be used

to serve drinks , small sandwiches , or cookies .

He made the

tray by fitting a piece of plywood to the rib for the bottom.
This required some rather accurate sawing , planing , and fil ing .

He then had to fit a pair of handles to it .
The toy clown is an acti on toy which requires that the

joints be quite accurately located and properly fit ted .

#6

has it practically completed , and it looks as though it will
function properly when completed.

The instructor suggested

that he give the clown to Dr . Palmer , head of the Institute of
Logopedics , so that he might use it in helping some child to
learn to walk.

#6 thought it an excellent idea, but whether

or not he will do this , or he will destroy it , is rather problematical .
The projects made and the tools used by #6 are tabulated
in Table VI on page 70.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
It .i s exceedingly difficult to draw definite conclusions
regarding the outcome of this experiment due to the impossibility of accurate tests and measurements .

All conclusions

are based upon the judgment of the instructor and others who
are rather intimately associated with the, boys .

Frequently a

chance r emark of a mother or father of one of the boys is the
basis for the instructor ' s judgment regarding the development
or lack of development of a child .

For instance , a few days

ago the mother of #5 made this r .emark · "You knmv , I used to
think : Oh, . if I could only get this boy to want something , I
would be perfectly happy .

And now he wants everything ."

The

mother of #1 said several months ago that this work had surely
been a God - send for #5 .

Using these statements as facts in

the cases , the instructor has come to the conclusion that the
experiment has been entirely successful in arousing an interest in this child , and in providing at ·least a partial outlet
for his energies .
Due allowance must be made for errors in judgment by
those concerned.

The parents may be prejudiced by hope .

The

instructor does not have an opportunity to see the boys long
enough, nor under differing cir cumstances , so that he may be
mistaken in his judgment concerning their development from a
social standpoint .

The boys ' acti ons in the shop , insofar as

they are consistent , are reasonably sound data upon ·which the
-71-

- 72 instructor can base .h is judgment regarding their skill and
knowledge in the use of tools .
The number of cases is small , but this particular teacher
"

· would hesitate to attempt handling a larger group of the same ,
types of children in t h is kind of work .

The number of cases

is _ off - set by the length of time that has been used in this
experiment .
It must be remembered also that many

~

these conclusions

are legitimate and accurate at a particular stage of the experiment, but that later the se conclusions must be reversed
or changed .

For example , since the chapter on methods and pro -

cedure was written , #6 has shown a very marked improvement in
attitude .

This i mprovement in attitude will in all probabil-

ity be followed by an i mprovement .in teclmique and skill ,
providing the attitude prevails .

Quite often it takes a great

deal of repetition and time for a certain development to take
place .

Sometimes there is apparently no reaction at all to

the stimulus , and then all at once the child comprehends what
is wanted , and the desired conduct is the resuit .
Regarding Subject - Matter
The greatest good for these boys has not been from the
tool operations and processes , per se , but in a changed mental
content .

Sinc·e working in the shop they have had someth ing

constructive to think about .
Woodwork is a more suitable vehicle for the development
of boys of low-grade intellect than other shop subjects because:

1
•
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a . Wood is more successfully modified and fabricated by

unskilled workers than almost any other material .
b . Projects made from wood may have more tolerance than
projects made from other mat erials .
c . Wood is the most universally used material and has the
widest range of uses .
d . Wood requires more physical activity in its modification and fabricati on than other common materials .

This makes

it valuable as a vehicle for release of excess energy .
e . Wood and woodworking · tools are generally quite access i ble at very reasonable prices .
The use of large projects of rather heavy material is
more satisfactory than projects of finer lines and better materials .

The reasons f or this are that the boys are inaccurat:E

in -their use of tools , and will usually mar or blemish such
articles as furniture .

Work benches, lawn chairs , etc. , are

more suitable than end tables , footstools , etc .

This is not

true of #4 as he is quite skilful , and makes either success fully .
These youngsters have used screws to better advantage tha~
nails as wood fasteners .

In using screws , they twist the eyes

out of shape , let the screwdriver slip out of the eye , scar
the wood , etc ., but with nails they bend over a large percent age unless watched closely ; they round the heads with light
blows of the hammer ; and they bruise and batter the wood out
of shape with the hammer .
either with equal skill .

This is not true of #4 as he uses
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Projects of irregular shape , and non-symmetrical, are
usually most satisfactory , especially at the first .
These boys have all learned to use the tools before
learning the names of them.

They kn.OvY which tool to get to

do a certain job , yet may not be able to get the tool from
the board when given the name only .
of #3.

This is especially true

Possibly this is true because the use of the tool is

a logical , mechanical thing , while learning the name calls
f or memory .
Projects that the boys like have been most successful,
but sometimes they grow tired of a project before it is finished.
A glance at the various tables shows what tools and
projects have been used.

It will be observed that the boys

have had repeated use of the most common woodworking tools ,
and that there has been variety in the projects used.
Regarding the Boys
All of the boys have shovm definite improvement in atti tudes toward others , with possibly the greatest change in #1 .
All of the boys have had a wide variety of experiences
that have added to their general knowledge .
Judging from conversations with the parents and others
who know the boys intimately , there has been quite definitely
an improvement in their happiness and behavior at home .
All o:t: the boys have made a very creditable development
of skill and knowledge in the use of tools , with #4 being the
outstanding student in the development of skill .
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#4 can be made employable at rather skilful jobs , pr ovidi ng there is not too much t hinking and mathematical cal culating to be done .
Opinions of the Parents
The parents of #2 state in a letter to t he instructor :
We find that he has i mpr oved in obedience ; his coordination in the use of his hands ; and also that he takes instruc ti ons with more understanding .
We appreciate the fact that in. (#2 ' s ) ••• case , i t has
been a tedious undertaki ng and has requi red a lot of patience ,
and we are well pl eased wi th his schooling •••••
The mother of #3 wri tes :
He is very much interested in everything they ( the boys
in the class ) do and i s so proud of his finished products that
everyone must see them. He is learning all ki nd s of new
things , to keep his hands busy , and thus undesirable activi ties are forgotten . He has also learned what many tools are
used for , and recognized them in magazines .
We think all time spent here is very much worth while .
The father of #3 writes :
•••• has now been in •••• ( the) •••• class for nearly a year
and we are well satisfied wi th the results . The boy is interested in what he does ; he never complains about going to
his less ons ; in fa.ct is always eager t o go . While he has not
shown a di sposition as yet to want to build things at home as
we had hoped , he is always willing to help me and shows his
abili ty to use tools and knows their di f ferent uses . He has
also lear ned discipl ine which we have tr oub l e to teach him at
home . I believe these l ess ons wi ll even tually give h i m the
desire t o work and use t ools by himself which I cons i der a
b oy of this type needs greatly as their big tendency is to do
nothing.
I believe if •••• (the instruct or ) •••• can create in t his
type of b oy a d esire to do thi ngs wi th tools and mater i als
that they wil l not only be able t o pass many lonely hours but
relieve a great deal of the strain that, I know must be on the
minds . of their parents .
In a telephone conversati on wi th t h e ins truct or, the
mother of #4 said that he is easier to manage around home ,
and that he is better able to hel p others in doing odd j obs
which they may want ·done .

He i s more profic ient and mor e

willing in doing what he is told to do.

He is to be given a

chance at working as a carpenter ' s helper in the near future .
The parents of #5 write :
••••• (#5) after about six months of your teach ing , has
shown much i mprovement in several ways . During this time he
has shown a growing interest in manual training; he is continually applying his knowledge of what he has learned. He
is better satisfied as the result of knowing how to occupy
his spare time .
We have noticed a definite improvement in the use of his
hands : he has always used his hands awkwardly but is overcoming this to some extent . We feel that his work under your
supervision has changed his disposition for the better .
As much progress as he has already made , we believe he
will continue to advance . We are very well pleased with the
results so far obtained and appreciate and realize what this
will some day meant ~ him as well as us .
The pa.rents of #6 live out of the city , and he has not
been home .enough for the parents to really judge as to the
value derived from the shop work .

They can easily tell that

there has been considerable change in him , but they have no
way of lrn.owing what part of it was brought about by the shop
work , what part by school work , and what part by the training
in the Institute of Logopedics of the Univers,i ty of Wichita .
Therefore they have not been asked for an opinion regarding
the shop work .
· Opinion of Director of Institute of Logopedics
While a controlled study is obviously not possible at the
present time , the following represents the various gains shown
by the cases in the experimental period .
Of course n o one can
say exactly how much of the general improvement is due to the
shopwork , due to the fact that five of · the cases were under
training at the Institute of Logopedics while the shopwork was
going on. Nevertheless a subjective judgment is sometimes
valuable , and I summarize below the opinions of the staff of
the Institute on the value of the work done :
(#1) 1 . Much wider range of interest . 2. Behavior improved greatly . 3 . Is less sullen . 4 . Makes much more accurate use of his hands . 4 . Reading ability was improved by

,,
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using a vocabulary centered around the shop . 5. Has developed
more sense of value . 6. His thinking continuum has impr oved.
7 . Has sharper ideas of what he wants to do . 8 . Is more selfreliant , and has a better sense of responsibility. 9 . Follows
directions better. 10. Is more interested in personal appearance . 11. Makes automatic correction of mistakes in reading
and speaking . 12 . Talks of articles he is making , what they
will sell for , and what he will buy with money he gets . 13.
Knows names of , purposes of , tools he has worked with.
( #2 ) 1 . Is very proud of the work he has accomplished .
2. Works much better with other children . 3 . There has been
a general speeding up·of his muscular movements . 4. Follows
directions better . 5 . Always looks forward to the days when
he will work in the shop , and informs his teachers that " today
is the day I go to Mr • • •••• "
(#3) 1 . Reduction of stubbornness . 2 . Responds to commands slowly but does not balk ~ 3 . Has gained a definite interest in his work at the Institute . 4 . He seems much less
destructive at home . 5. Has learned to take things apart and
put them together again . 6. A chair broke at the Institute
the other day , and he was found hard at work resetting the
screws , and doing a good job of it too . 7 . He always becomes
exceptionally alert when the shop is mentioned.
(#4) 1 . Darryl is delighted with the idea. that he is
going to be employed as a carpenter ' s ass is tant . 2 . His whole
attitude has changed completely. He was formerly sullen and
restless , but now is co operative and appears to be happy in
doing any talk. This really sums up his complete case .
(#5 )

Not in training this winter .

(#6 ) 1 . Talks about what he is making with pleasure .
2 . Has gained a social interest in other b oys in the shop .
3 . Has made· quite an improvement in use of right hand and arm.
4 . Has gained in responsibility . 5. Appears to have a larger
sense of the rights of others .
In General
The instructor of a group of boys of this type should be
bett er prepared and more experienced than an instruct or of a
group of normal boys .

The instructor in this exIE riment has ·

frequently had woodworking classes in the public schools of
twenty-five to twenty-eight boys each.

The larger group is

just as · easy to handle successfully as the six boys in the

•
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It is quite remarkable that in more than a year there
has not been a single major accident connected with the experiment .

About the worst accident so far was when #3 pinched

some skin off his finger with the vise handle •. Another remarkable thing is that there have been so very few tools damaged .

There have been only two broken drill bits and one

broken file .
In reading , numbers , spelling , etc ., progress or lack of
progress is not so evident to the . casual observer .
not true of woodwork .

This is

The projects are concrete and can be

evaluated by almost anyone .

This has a tendency to cause the

instructor to press and force his pupils to turn out nice
looking projects .

This is not always to the best interests

of learning .
Probably three -fourths of the problems developing from
conduct can be traced directly to conversations and discussion:
which these chilqren have been permitted to hear regarding
themselves .

These conversations should not occur during their

presence .
While the results of this ex:t:eriment have not been revolutionary or startling , they have been quite satisfactory.
The development and training of these Qhildren is much slower
than that of normal children , but even so there has been very
definite pr.ogress in the . attainment of . all the objectives as
shown by the opinions of those concerned.

CHAPTER VI
FURTHER INVESTIGATION NEEDED
As this experiment has progressed several questions have
been raised that have not been answered .

Those that follow

might profitably be given :rurther study and experimentation.
One question that has been brought to the attention of th
instructor is that of establishing a comparable type of work
for girls .

As shown in this thesis , woodwork seems the most

satisfactory vehicle for children of this level of learning
and skill .

Would it prove as successful , from the standpoint

of general education , in the development of girls as it has of
boys?

Of course the projects made , and the tools used , would

have to be adapted to the size and strength of the girls , just
as they have in the case of the boys .
At various times the subject of the cost of educating
these children has been discussed .

Should the parents of

these children provide for their education without financial
aid from the state?

If it costs $6 . 00 to $8 . 00 per month per

child to provide schools for the normal children , should the
same sources provide a like amount to help in educating and
training these handicapped children?

It would be well worth

while to make a study of the costs of state institutional and
custodial care during the entire life of this type of person
as compared to the cost of educating and training them to be
socially tolerable and economically useful .
Some of the questions have been more directly connected
with the present experiment .

For instance :
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#1, #2 , #3 , and #5 are all more or less ambidexterous .
Woul d it make any difference in their progress if they were
forced to develop a definite handedness, either right or left?
Because some tools are definitely for right handed operators ,
it would be much better for the boys to be right handed .
Will progress in tool uses and techniques continue at the
prese_nt rate , will it retard , or will it accelerate?

The

present conditions seem to indicate that #2 is not maintaining
the average rate of development , # ' s 3 and 6 are about steady ,
#4 is accelerating some , and #5 is accelerating quite defini~ely.
How iong can shopwork be profitably used as a vehicle
for social a.:rid technical development?

There has been no loss

of interest in any case except #2 in the present experiment . _.
Should reading , writing , speech, etc ., be centered around
shop work , using it to motivate development in other fields ,
or should they be kept s eparate?
An exJ;B riment in which everything is centered around the

shop work should prove interesting and profitable .

Ca.ta.log

pictures could be .made . into scrap books with the titles and
information written, printed , or assembled from letters or
words cut from the catalogs .

This would develop skill in

manipulation; help in writing or reading; numbers might be
added in counting the objects in the pictures , the number of
pictures , etc.

There are endless ways of using the shop work

as a motivation in general education , and as the children de velop other subject-matter can be used in place of woodwork.

- 81The material might be used on any learning level , using only
the essentials in the lower levels and adding to1his as the
level increases .

In shop work , --electricity , woodwork , sheet

metal , etc ., there is an opportunity to develop to where physics , chemistry , algebra , and geometry are not only nice to
know but are essential .

However , children of t~e level of

those participating in the present experiment are not capable
of using abstractions to any advantage .
One difficulty .in performing such an experiment is to
find a person capable of carrying on the remedial work and who
knows enough shop work to make it profitable and interesting.
The time used in such a project should be at least three hours
per day , and should include some group games that require considerable activity and skill , such as tether ball , base ball , .
basket ball , etc .
Another factor that would make this difficult is the lack
of didactic material .

It would require almost endless work at

first to keep everything synchronized until a group of teachers could be developed who could work together , each knowing
enough of the others ' materials and techniques to work together without loss of motion , or without one in any way hindering
another .

According to Seguin "The imperfect application of a

principle is dangerous to its :final ret;tlization. "l
From all the research done in this experiment , two ideas
seem to be .foremost .

One is that the education of these

children should be by both individual and group instruction , - lEdouard Seguin, op . cit., p . 90 .
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individual instruction for remedial development , and group instruction for general development .

The other is that for

those children who are to be permitted to remain outside an
institution , or t h ose who are to be permitted to leave the institution to return to their home communi t ies , at lea.st a part
of their work should be co- educati onal .

In 1937 Bruce B.

Robinson wrote :
A satisfactory educational program f or these higher grade
children would have to be co- educational ••••• If these children
are being pr epared for return to the community then contact
wi th childr~n of the opp osite sex of all ages that are in the
institution is certainly necessary . This co- educati onal ac tivity would have to include r ecreati on as well as classr oom
activities . l
The present experiment will be continued inde f initel y ,
and it is possible that some of the foregoing questions may
be at least partially answered.

l Bruce B. Robinson , F,ducational Pr ocedure , p . 164 .
A survey of Methods of Care , Treatment , and Training of the
Feebleminded made at Letchworth Village , State Hospital Pres s ,
Uti ca , N. Y., 1937.
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